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Abstract: An InAs quantum dot in a photonic crystal nanocavity exhibits vacuum Rabi splitting
(strong coupling); a clear anti-crossing is seen between the quantum dot transition and the
nanocavity mode as the temperature is scanned.
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We will report the pump dependence of the emission of high-Q photonic crystal nanocavities with a few weakly
coupled quantum dots within the mode volume and compare it with the emission of a high-Q nanocavity strongly
coupled to a single quantum dot.
Our photonic crystal nanocavity follows the design [1] ofNoda's group, but their silicon is replaced by GaAs for
growth of quantum dots. The three-dimensional-mode in-plane confinement is obtained by fabricating a two-
dimensional triangular lattice photonic crystal slab with three holes missing to form a spacer. The vertical
confinement, achieved by total internal reflection at the slab semiconductor-air interfaces, is imperfect in that light
with small in-plane wavevectors can leak out of the top and bottom. Noda's one-dimensional model showed that the
key to reducing this loss is to shift out slightly the holes at the ends of the spacer. When the field envelope function
is stopped abruptly, its Fourier transform has a larger overlap with small in-plane wavevectors that leak out;
terminating it gently reduces that loss.
The sample, grown on a (001) GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy, has a single layer of InAs quantum
dots in the center of the slab [2]. The typical dot size is -25 nm in diameter and 3-4 nm high, and the dot density is
300-400/p.m2. A large array of nanocavities (-30,000 in clusters of 30 with a density of 5,560 cavities mm-2) is
fabricated with crystal parameters changed systematically. The missing-holes spacer is surrounded by 14 periods of
air holes for good in-plane optical confinement. The parameters of the photonic crystal are controlled
lithographically [2]: separation between holes a = 300nm, hole radius r = 0.27a, shift of the two end holes s =
0.20a, and slab thickness d= 0.90a; see Fig. 1.
Fig. I Scanning electron micrograph of a fabricated photonic-crystal-slab nanocavity showing the hole spacing a, hole
diameter 2r, and shift s of the two holes at the ends ofthe "spacer" forned by omitting three holes.
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We have observed vacuum Rabi splitting in such a nanocavity between an InAs single quantum dot and a mode
of the vacuum field [3]. For that first observation, the excitation was cw at 770 nm. At high pump power (690 gW),
the many weakly coupled quantum dots were saturated, so that by far the strongest emission occurred at the cavity
mode due to enhanced spontaneous emission; see Fig. 2(a). At intermediate pump power (25 [tW, Fig. 2(b)) the
thermal shift to longer wavelength in Fig. 2(a) disappeared, and some photoluminescence peaks from individual
single quantum dots began to appear. Figs. 2(c) and l(d) display the photoluminescence spectra and anti-crossing
curve for low pump power as the temperature was scanned to tune the resonance of a strongly coupled single
quantum dot through the cavity mode peak of the nanocavity. Plot of an analytic expression for zero-detuning
emission using 2g = 41.2 GHz (0.192 nm) for the minimum splitting, IC = 42.3 GHz (0.197 nm) for the cavity decay
rate, and y = 21.5 GHz (0.1 mu) for the dephasing rate of the dot transition agrees well with the data; the condition
for strong coupling, 2g > (ic + y)/2, is satisfied. We have seen anti-crossings using five other nanocavities on a newly
fabricated sample with minimum splittings ranging from 0.08 to 0.12 nm.
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Fig. 2 Dot-nanocavity anti-crossing. In all four figures temperature is scanned from 13 K at the top to 29 K at the bottom,
in I K steps. (a)-(c) Nanocavity photoluminescence as a function of temperature and excitation power. (a) High power (690
jiW) and 0.2 s average time; Q _ 13,300. (b) Intermediate power (25 uiW) and I s; Q = 8000. (c) Low power (0.78 1W) and
60 s. Note the anti-crossing of one QD transition with the cavity mode at I 182.6 nm. (d) The two coupled-system peaks are
plotted as a function of temperature and compared with the scan rates of an uncoupled QD [red curve; from dashed curves
in (c)] and an empty cavity [blue curve; from (b)]. The black lines are eye guides to the dot-nanocavity anti-crossing.
Our observation of semiconductor strong coupling followed shortly after the observation of strong coupling
between a much larger (30 nm by 100 nm) InGaAs single quantum dot and the mode of a micropillar cavity with
diameter of 1.5 gm (mode volume -0.3 Jm3 compared with our 0.04 gm3) [4]. The smaller volume of the dot here
gives larger quantization splittings between levels; this could tum out to be important in future quantum
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experiments, such as climbing the Jaynes-Cummings ladder. Since g = ,uE,/h (where j, the dipole moment of the
quantum dot, increases with the volume of the dot, and E, is the vacuum field satisfying n2 Eo 2V = hv/2), the
smaller dot is made possible by the smaller volume V of a photonic crystal nanocavity, -(Xo/n)3, or about eight times
larger than the (?,R/2n)3 minimum volume. These two breakthroughs signal the beginning of strong coupling studies
in semiconductors which have one important advantage over their atomic physics counterparts: the quantum dot
does not move or escape, so the same quantum oscillator can be used over and over again. An additional advantage
is the integrated structure; everything is locked in place in a very tiny volume.
Experiments now in progress on the nonlinear emission of various nanocavities as a function ofpump power will
also be reported. The quantum dot nanocavities are pumped with the output of a Tsunami fs Ti:Sa laser gated to a
repetition rate of 2 MHz to reduce heating of the membrane nanocavity. The wavelength is 770 nm, and the pulse
length after propagation through a 45 m optical fiber is >20 ps. The photoluminescence measurements are performed
in a temperature controlled liquid helium cryostat with internal x-y nanopositioners, essential for stability and
relocating a given nanocavity. The pump beam is focused by a 0.5 NA reflecting microscope objective onto the
sample, resulting in a spot size of I gm. The emission from the sample is collected by the same microscope
objective, analyzed with a spectrometer, and detected by an InGaAs CCD array. In this geometry we are utilizing the
leak of the cavity mode out the top to observe photoluminescence from a quantum dot coupled to it.
We are varying several parameters: the nanocavity Q; where the nanocavity mode peak is spectrally relative to
the distribution of the photoluminescence from the ground state of the dots; whether or not the nanocavity exhibits
strong coupling with cw low-power nonresonant excitation; ps versus gated cw 770 nm excitation. We expect to see
lasing due to gain from a few quantum dots, similar to the room temperature lasing reported using -80 dots in
photonic crystal cavities with Q 2000 [5,2]. But here there is a single layer of dots of density 300-400/gm2,
compared with their 5 layers of the same density; the mode volumes are roughly the same, but their Q was 2000
compared to the -20,000 here. Consequently, within the cavity linewidth, one expects the number of dots
contributing to lasing here would be down by (1/5)(2000/20000) = 0.02. That factor would reduce their 80 quantum
dots to 1.6 here. We will study the "softness" of the threshold; the change in slope is expected to be smaller the
higher the Q and the larger the fraction of spontaneous emission that goes into the lasing mode (effective j3) [5,2].
An interesting open question is the possibility of seeing lasing with a single quantum dot, as predicted in Fig. 9 of
[2] provided < 1 meV and Q >10,000.
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